Bring Your Screens To Life
Beautiful motion backgrounds that will enhance any environment.

We create eye-catching graphics and videos that are specially designed to look great in churches. They’re perfect for displaying behind worship lyrics and announcements, or when used alone. Church Motion Graphics allows your church to utilize the power of visuals to inspire your church community in ways like never before.

90% of users received immediate positive feedback from their congregation when CMG visuals were first introduced on their screens.

(USER SURVEY MARCH 2017)
Instantly Make An Impact
MEDIA THAT GETS THE WHOLE CHURCH EXCITED

Bring The Wow Factor
Our motion backgrounds stand out from traditional presentations and immediately catch the eye.

Increase Engagement
Dynamic worship slides bring an excitement that makes audiences of all ages want to get involved.

Up-To-Date Looks
We provide motions and graphics with the latest design trends so that your church always looks fresh.

Everything You Need
Don’t waste any more time searching all over the internet for new media. We have you covered.

The Easiest Solution
We make it super simple to choose great looking backgrounds and insert them into your slides.

Affordable Pricing
Every church should be able to afford great media. Our prices are designed to work on any church budget.
Unlimited Monthly Packs

GET THE VERY BEST IN MOTION BACKGROUNDS

INCLUDED IN EVERY MONTHLY PACK

Over 15 Coordinating Motion Backgrounds and Matching Stills

4 Matching Title Videos

Dozens of Bonus Resources

OVER 90 MONTHLY PACKS INCLUDED WITH STANDARD & PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTIONS
Get Creative With **Extras Packs**

**EXPAND YOUR MOTION BACKGROUND LIBRARY EVEN MORE**

Searching for even more motion backgrounds? Our Extras Packs allow you to expand your creativity with your worship visuals by providing alternate looks based on our Monthly Packs, as well as many unique looks that cannot be found anywhere else. New Extras are added to our collection each week, so you’ll never run out of fresh content for your church’s screens.

**INCLUDED WITH PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION**

**OVER 150 EXTRAS PACKS AVAILABLE TO PREMIUM SUBSCRIBERS**
Creative **Presentation Graphics**

**CUSTOMIZABLE SERMON AND ANNOUNCEMENT TEMPLATES**

Our CMG library includes beautiful sermon and announcement templates. Each of these graphics include multiple JPEG stills and a fully customizable Photoshop file. Plus, new templates are added monthly. Your presentations will look better than ever!

 INCLUDED WITH PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION

Adobe® Creative Cloud™

Photoshop® CC
Engaging Social Graphics

REACH YOUR COMMUNITY ONLINE LIKE NEVER BEFORE

Our CMG library includes engaging social media graphics that make it easy to reach your community online. Each of these graphics are specially designed to help churches make an impact on social media. These graphics include JPEG stills and a fully-customizable Photoshop file. Plus, new graphics are added monthly.

INCLUDED WITH PREMIUM SUBSCRIPTION

Created with Adobe Creative Cloud™

Photoshop CC
Start Looking Better **Right Now**

**STEP UP YOUR SCREEN VISUALS WITH A CMG SUBSCRIPTION**

### Standard

**$199 FIRST YEAR**
**ONLY $149 PER YEAR AFTER**

**UNLIMITED ACCESS:**
- All Monthly Pack
- All Countdown Timers
- All Motion Titles
- All Still Backgrounds
- TempoMatch

### Premium

**$349 FIRST YEAR**
**ONLY $199 PER YEAR AFTER**

**UNLIMITED ACCESS:**
- All Monthly Pack
- All Countdown Timers
- All Motion Titles
- All Still Backgrounds
- TempoMatch

**PREMIUM ACCESS:**
- All Extras Packs
- All Slide Templates
- All Social Graphics
- Template, Social & Motion CMG Editor
- Motion Title Builder
- CMG Remix

### Single Packs

- **CURRENT MONTHLY PACK - $19**
- **Any Past Monthly Pack - $29**
- **Any Extras Pack - $29**
We Love Helping Churches Look Great
CMG is the absolute hands down best place to get outstanding quality motion backgrounds and resources for your church services.

Noah LaRoe
Executive Pastor

Great worship backgrounds at an even better price! So nice not having to go from site to site looking for high quality backgrounds and instead get them delivered right to you every month.

Nathan Ward
Staff Pastor

You won’t find a better value than CMG’s subscriptions. For our church plant, it was a no-brainer to be able to get fresh content for our screens every month. We use it all around our church.

Noah LaRoe
Executive Pastor

The fact that I don’t have to look for fresh motions each month is worth it. They’re always nice, trendy, and offer plenty of variety with the packs.

Nicholas Bishop
Worship Leader

FIND OUT MORE AT

ChurchMotionGraphics.com